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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

By the time you read this I'm no longer President of the Guild as I
stepped down on 8th February 2012.

That night we had the first meeting at our new premises of the

Woodtumers' Society of Queensland (WSQ) site in Greenslopes. It is a

wonderful set-up and Dennis Leadbetter must be congratulated for doing
such a great job in co-ordinating the move! The WSQ committee have been

so helpful in accommodating us, they were just wonderful. We finally got a

new home for our Guild and all of its activities under the one roof!

I took on the role of President last year as nobody else volunteered and I
couldn't accept that the Guild would fold without one. Note that I live in
Toowoomba. In the last year I've driven 1750 km on the Guild's business: 4

committee meetings, one trip for finalising the Intro DVD and two other
trips visiting potential (new) homes for the Guild and not counting the
general meetings.

Next Monday I'm attending my last meeting at the bridge club and then I
head off overseas for a well eamed break. I did not want to spoil my
holidays thinking of the AGM and a new committee structure so I decided
to leave on a high.

From the start I indicated that change was going to happen and it did:

* I expanded the committee structure to make it more representative.
(More changes are planned).

* I introduced training course evaluations.

* We started committee meetings on Saturday afternoons.

* We composed and distributed a questionnaire and I analysed the

answers.

* We identified the need for a Publicist.

* Started the process of backing up knowledge. There was a total absence

of manpower planning.
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I also felt that the Guild needed to rejuvenate. Dennis is planning to introduce strict new guidelines for
tenure of executive positions, which I whole-heartedly support. Getting new members from the floor is
preferable as it leads to fresh ideas. I'd like to thank my fellow 'floor-pickings'Alex Forrest, Sarah Davies
and Marilyn George for their fantastic contribution and also the other committee members and all of the
Office Bearers.

A guild has to be run as a business: Attracting new customers (members) makes it grow and defrays costs

over a larger number of people. Making a small profit each year is sufficient. The bad news is that we have
been losing members. Some people considered this unavoidable, but I think that is a loser's approach.
Without the magnificent effort of Margaret Jenyns and her helpers in attracting new members to the
Introductory Course we may not even have existed today. The Guild has now an opportunity to consolidate,
embark on a renovation of ideas and bring back some excitement and enthusiasm.

My motto: Always question everything.

Good luck to you all.

Nick Willems

Ex President

THANK YOU, JUNE

Members would have been possibly a little surprised to read in the November Newsletter that June McNicol
would be standing down as Secretary at the next A.G.M. However, after 35 years in the positiory I feel her
contribution to the Guild deserves more than just a couple of lines as appeared in that announcement so for
the benefit of newer members especially, I would like to elaborate.

June's career as a binder is completely intertwined with the QBG as historically they both started at the same

point. In fact, to think of June as the comerstone of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild would probably be

more appropriate. In fact, it was June who persuaded the Queensland Craft Association to offer the initial
bookbinding course which led, also at her suggestion, to the establishment of the Guild in 1.977.

That first course and a follow-up one on leather case binding were the only formal training June had initially,
and from there on it was a question of reading books, which she did voraciously, and experimenting, as well
as working with a binder in the UK for a few months.

When'Chips'Strange came from the UK to live in Brisbane she had the chance to learn the intricacies of true
leather binding. Armed with knowledge thus gained and by participating in various workshops conducted

by the Guild, her natural practical expertise soon saw her producing expert work, so much so that in 1984

she took over teaching duties for the Guild, a role she continued to fill until the last couple of years. It is from
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these courses that the Guild acquires most of its membership. Having experienced the hardships of leaming

binding with minimum equipment, she was ideally suited to cater for the needs of beginners. A11 this

culminated with the completion of her DVD on introductory binding in 2011.

The production of the Guild's Newsletter gave her a vehicle to pass on her knowledge to fellow members,

something she has continued to do unselfishly ever since. There would be very few if any, in the Guild who
have not benefited from her extensive knowledge. In addition, she is certainly the most prolific local

contributor to the national publication Morocco Bound. Her contribution to regular monthly meetings

through talks and demonstrations is unsurpassed, making up a large percentage of those provided over the

years.

\A/hen bookbinding became part of the RNA program, June was one of the first to enter and did so every year

in the sections for which she was eligible until it was decided to discontinue the category in 2001. She was an

extremely successful exhibitor, her'fine bindings'winning many awards in state and interstate competitions.
Even towards the end when ideas for designs were not so readily forthcoming, she persisted so as to keep

the Guild's flag flying and hopefully encourage others to do the same.

But it is in her role as Secretary that |une's contribution to the Guild has been invaluable. Due to the length of
her tenure the position has grown as the years progressed but she has carried on in her typically efficient
manner. The Guild owes her a huge debt of gratitude.

Her book, "Twenty-five Years of the Queensland Bookbinders' Guild" (7977-2002), produced in2006, records

events and workshops with which she has been involved, some of which, especially in the early years,

required considerable effort and commitment.

In 2009 she was awarded the Medal (OAM) of the Order of Australia for her service to the craft of
bookbinding and to the Yeronga Meals on Wheels..... a fitting tribute.

Fay Dean

A New Home for the Guild

Dennis, Housord and Alex unloading materials and library cabinet.

After several years of uncertainty and of searching for new premises where we can locate all our activities
under one roof, the Guild finally has a new home in the hall of the Woodhrmers' Society of Queensland at

Greenslopes. This building, which is leased by WSQ from the Brisbane Council and which was a Scout Hall
in a former life, has been recently extended and refurbished and provides a large and well-lit meeting area

with a kitchen area and new facilities, The WSQ has made the Guild very welcome, assisting us to install

purpose-built drawers and cupboards making room for our materials, library, plan cabinet and equipment.
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The Greenslopes building provides sufficient space to hold meetings and to run courses. It is not far from the

Junction Park State School so should be accessible to most members for meetings and it has excellent video
equipment and screens so that close ups of demonstrations can be shown on a screen allowing better display
of bindings and techniques. There is ample parking around the hall.

Dennis Leadbettet Guild Vice-President, co-ordinated the design and installation of the cabinets and on

February 4th with Alex Forrest, Howard Prior and John Woolrych, completed the moving of all the Guild's
stores and equipment, in one morning. Fay Dean was on hand to photograph the event and June came to the
rescue with bricks to support the plan cabinet. Thanks to all who assisted in the move which went very
smoothly. At the February meeting thirty members arrived to see for themselves, and were impressed with
the facilities available. Future meetings and Introductory courses will take place at the WSQ Greenslopes
building. In order to fit in with other tenants, the Guild meetings have been moved to the second Wednesday
of each month and will now begin at 7.00pm so that the building can be completely vacated by 10.00pm, a

condition of our lease.

A new guillotine has been purchased by the Guild to replace the cumbersome cast-iron Victorian guillotine
held at June's home which could not be relocated.

MEETING REPORTS

December 2017 - Christmas Party

On Wednesday December 14, around 35 members of the Guild and their partners gathered at St Luke's
Church Hall for our annual Christmas function. Although numbers were down on previotrs years, those
attending had an enjoyable evening with lots of fellowship while enjoying a range of finger food and drinks.
The evening had some entertainment and challenges, first in identifying a range of mystery objects provided
by members, some of which proved very challenging but the Guild certainly has some competitive members
who took this challenge extremely seriously. At the end of the evening Fay and George Dean ran a short
quiz. The night provided a social occasion for those members present to get to know one another.

Thanks to MaryAnne Hiscutt for catering for us all.

Members assemble for the annual Christmas Party group photograph.
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February 2012 - Japanese Binding for a Photo Album

It was pleasing to see so many members present for our first meeting at the new premises. Following the

usual formalities, June McNicol demonstrated |apanese Binding for a photo album, details of which are

outlined hereunder.

First meeting at WSQ premises showing fune McNicol
demonstrating Iapanese Binding.

JAPANESE BINDING FOR A PHOTO ALBUM

Paper is made in Japan from the bark of a mulberry tree (gampi) and hemp, and the result is a very fine, soft,
flexible paper/ ideal for calligraphy and printing on one side only, as the ink shows through. Double pages

are folded at the foredge, so that the vertical edges come at the spine. Because the paper is so fine, the sheets

can be stab-sewn with an exposed thread, together with an equally flexible paper cover on each side. The
spine is left open. The result is a book that opens beautifully, with the pages falling over at every opening.

In adapting this style of binding using Western materials, several changes have to be made, because Western
paper is neither fine nor flexible. This is particularly so when using the Japanese style to make photo albums
where the pages of necessity are stiff, as are the covering boards. This means that both pages and boards
have to be hinged in some way.

Not only that but the thickness of the photos has to
be taken into account so that when the album is full,
the boards are parallel. To do this, compensating
pieces are placed between the pages at the spine end.

Paees

There are three common ways of constructing pages to result in parallel boards:

Select a thick, flexible paper such as Canson Mi-teints, available
from art shops in a wide range of colours. The grain must be

vertical. Secure the photos to the page with adhesive photo-
comers and glue a compensating piece of paper or piece of unwanted
photo, say,20mm wide, onto the spine edge of the page with a tiny dab
of PVA.

For further flexibility, if the pages have to open flat, cut them at the
hinge and glue the pieces to a strip of starched polycotton, allowing a
joint of about 3mm.

spine
J,

E==i_-
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If you are making your own prints, arremge to have a large margin at
the spine edge, cut off enough and re-hinge with stiffened polycotton.

2.

J.

4.

Album construction

L. Having constructed all the pages, make sure they are exactly the same size, assemble them and glue
together at the spine edge with little dabs of PVA.

Cut two endpapers of thinner paper the same size as the pages and glue on at the spine edge (flyleaves).

Cut two boards the width of the pages allowing a 3mm square, head and tail.

Cut a vertical piece off each board at the spine edge. If the
pages are hinged with cloth, the board spine should be a few
mm narrower than the board spine. Glue the two pieces of
board to a strip of polycottory allowing a gap of at least 3x
board thickness. Adjust the foredge of the board to give a

3mm square when all the spine edges are in line together.
Cover the outside of each board with pasted paper, or cloth
glued with mix, working it well into the joint. Turn in the edges
in the sequence shown. Trim out and line with the endpaper.

Put all the pages and boards together, secure with a little PVA
and drill four equidistant holes down the centre of the spine
pieces. Using a good length of decorative thread and starting at
the back, sew through the holeq wrapping over the exposed spine
and head and tail of the spine piece.

If covering the boards with cloth, they can be hinged with paper, but
when covering with paper, cloth hinges should be used.

An example of a Photograph Album with a Japanese binding

March 2012 - Single Sheet Binding

The March meeting was well attended with 31 people in attendance, including one of our newest members
Shanthi Adityan. Welcome to the Guild Shanthi.

5.

6.

-
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After supper we had a several interesting sltow and fel/ items including Ian Simmonds who brought along a

Chinese Calligraphy book bound with what may have been a silken thread, Fay Dean showed her book with
the two gold plated pennies sunk into the cover board to finish level with the surrounding leather binding
Col Jorgensen showed his latest multlpurpose press, Howard showed a book he had restored and his kick
of colour photocopying the original end papers to provide a replacement and Robert Thiem a single sheet

binding using the fan adhesive method.

Dennis Leadbetter then demonstrated two methods of sewn single sheet binding. The first was hand sewn

side stitching, which is suitable for sewing a small single section book or for sections to then be sewn as if
they were folded sections, using the stitching as the folded spine of the section. Dennis then followed with a

multi section book using whipstitch, and also passed around a sample similarly sewn with 4 tapes. For more
information on single sheet binding methods you can refer to Manly Banister's book T/re Craft of Bookbinding

available for loan from the Guild's library or purchase from the shop.

AGM REMINDER

Just a reminder that April is our AGM and we need nominations for the President, Vice-President, Treasurer
and Secretary and 6 committee members. Remember it is your guild, so play your part and have input into
its future .

HANDY HINT

If you need a very thick board for an application such as a large box or split boards for a library binding it is
much stronger to laminate two thinner boards than use a manufactured thick board. This can present
problems as it is difficult to make a clean, vertical cut through a thick board with a Stanley cutter.

One solution is to guillotine it; another is to cut one thin board exactly to the required size and then glue it to
the second thin board which should be about 5mm larger all round. After pressing, the extra bits can be cut
off using the required board as a template.

Those who have tried cutting two thin boards exactly to size, and then glueing them together, find that when
they are pressed, one board mysteriously slides a tiny bit over the other so that the edges do not coincide.
The above method prevents this happening.

]une McNicol

LEATHER BINDING COURSE

A recent survey showed that many members are interested in learning leather binding, so the Guild
ProPoses to conduct a course later this year to construct a half-bound leather case binding. This will be a

good introduction to more advanced techniques.

To do this, students need to learn how to sharpen leather paring tools and skills in paring leather (see

workshops, 2June, Tool Sharpening and 16 June, Leather Paring), after which there will be a workshop on
binding the book.

If you are interested in this project, please let June McNicol know as soon as possible so that a suitable
schedule and costing can be worked out.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW DUE

The Guild financial year ended on 29il'February 2012 md annual subscriptions are now due. There has not
been an increase in subscriptions this year. There are various options for paying subscriptions and Paypal
has been introduced as an exka security option for those paying online. See the Website for details.
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Materials and Tools For Sale To Members

lAdhesives I S;tr.r Star Starch Powder

I RVe Ctre (acid free)

Str. I rnce S "" I

I pact<et | 3.oo ea Ilr I soo mr | 6.oo ea 
I

I fVe Ctu" (acid free) I soo mr | 6.ooea 
I

l,lpparet lAprons I | 2o.oo ea 
I

I r-snirts I I l5.oo ea 
I

I Lined Jute J 2,"., | 4.oo ea I

I z+oo acio nr.. I z.s -.n | 3.50 ea I

I z+oo acia r.r. Jz-m l3.5oea I

I Bretla (red or brown) I e9 cm rvide I t.oo/m 
I

I rCr Ctottr (black only) I t+o cm rvide | 12.00/m 
I

I fiUrary Buckram (black, red, grey, purple, dark 103 cm wide | 16.00/m 
I

I DuoCloth(types 106. ll2, ll5,143) | 13.00/m 
I

I rayak I I r8.oo/m 
I

I Virasnake I I r8.oo/m 
I

J ateo.a I to.oo/m I

I Record Holtz I t s.oo/m 
I

J Craft of Bookbinding by Manly Bannister I Out of stock I

I Basic Bookbinding by A W Lewis | 20.00 |

I Optix (several shades, creams and yellow) I lr.ooea I

I Other endpapers in black and marbled paper styles | 1.00 ea I

I Various colours I I o'+o'm 
I

I Genuine gold I zs mm wi<te I a.oo/m I

I Several colours .1 | 2.oo/rn 
I

I | 7.oo/m I

I | 5.oo/m I

I

I 
noard

I 
Bookcloth

I noots

lEndpapers

lroil

I Headbands

lLens Tissue

I Scrim

lT"p. I cotton .l tz ,r," I t.ooim 
I

I Ramie Band (hank) lzo* l2o.ooea I

I Ramie Band (by length) I | l.oo/m I

I Bon. folder (large) J si" I lo.5oea 
I

I Bone folder (small) .l oin l7.5oea I

I English Paring Knife (left or right hand) I I t5.oo ea I

I Singlc Line Pallet | 25.00 ea 
I

I 3pl reels (18 or 25 gauge) or 4 ply hanks | 17.50 ea 
I

I s pty (nairy string) | o.2olm 
I

lTools

Ittrreaa

lcoro

maroon, maroon, dark brown, light brown, dark
n, mid green, bottle green, dark blue, light blue)
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NEW MEMBERS

We welcome Mr Trev Joyce, a bookbinder from
Mullumbimby in NSW as a new member of the Guild.

Also welcomed as new members are the eight students

from our latest Introductory Course; Ian Chaseling,Corey

Silva, Melodie Tumbull, Tracey Butler, Teah Hagberg
Christine Vose, Shanthi Adityan and Cat Williams.

Welcome to all of you.

LIBRARY ADDITION

We have just received the Society of Bookbinders' annual,

'bookbinder'which will shortly be in the library. Amongst
many interesting articles is one on how to make a perfect

edge painting and another on what causes 'foxing'. They

still don't know!

Outstanding, is a step-by-step tutorial on how to make a

springback (stationery) binding. The 64 coloured photos

and explanations are so clear you would feel you couldn't
go wrong. Well worth a look.

June McNicol

GENERAL MEETING
PROGRAMME

Wednesday, April ll; AGM, followed
by a demonstration by June McNicol

I and Fay Dean on Board Decoration.

THERE WILL BE A FREE GIFT FOR
I

I EVERYONE WHO ATTENDS THIS

,UggrWCt

Wednesday, May 9; Visit to'Books and
, Boxes' 6lT0Flanders St, Salisbury -
right at the end of the enclave. 7.00pm

I

i

I Saturday, 2lane; WSQ,9.00 - 12.00am.

l Dennis Leadbetter will give a workshoP

] on tool sharpening. Of particular

I interest to those who are considering

i taking the leather course, but it is open

i to anyone. For details, contact Dennis.

I

i Saturday,15 June, WSQ,9.00 -
. 12.00am. June McNicol will give a

I workshop on leather paring. Open to

] anyone with sharp leatherworking

1 
tools. For details, contact June.

Wednesday, June 13;'Show and Tell'

Please bring examples of your recent
work. Details at the April AGM.

These meetings will be held at the
Woodturners' Society of Queensland

1 
premises at 19 Pine Street, Greenslopes.

I Meetings commence at 7.00pm . Please

r arrive promptly. Material sales are

I available from 6.00pm.

; Please sign the meeting book on arrival.
I fnis is not only a record of attendance

I but is a legal requirement in case of

. 
iryury or accident.

i
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QUEENSTAND BOOKBINDERS' GUILD INC.
The Guild aims to promote, foster and practice the art of bookbinding in its traditional form, and to embrace the

related graphic srts and kindred arts.

ADDRESS: PO Box 3009, Tanagindi, QLD 4121
:

WEB SITE: ww.qbg.org.au EMAIL: qbg@gbg.org.au

FINANCIAL YEAR: Ends 28h February SUBS: Single $30.00, Countr-y $25.00

MEETINGS: 7.0OPm, the 2d Wednesday of each month except January (unless specified othemise) at the Woodtumers' Society of
Queensland, 19 Pine Skeet, Greenslopes.

PRESIDENT: Nick Willems (retired) SECRETARY email: June McNicol
46330924 imcnicol@powerup.com.au 38483n4

VICE PRESIDENT: Dennis Leadbetter MINUTES SEC: Marilyn George
33794855 32892854

LIBRARIAN: tohn Woolrych TREASURER Alex Forrest
362221.71 0401 388630

PURCTIASING OFFICER: Kevin Cooper EDITOR: email Sarah Davies
38447745 daviesT8@bigpond.net.au 38430115

SALES OFFICER Horvard Prior3245 4791 EXHIBITIONS; Margaretfenyns33TS 8551

COMMITTEE: Fay Dean38485551 WEBMASTER: RobertThiem 3851 3884
BEGINNERS COURSE

CGORDINATOR Geoff Wieland 3893 1583

MATERIALS:

EQU]PMENT:

LIBRARY:

Available on meeting nights between 5.00 and 7.00pm

Some tools and equipment can be bonowed for use at home, at no chaSge. Contact June McNicol before meetings
to arrange pick up or rehlm.

Books can be borrowed at no charge at meetings.
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